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This series of garments is my conception of art and fashion. By using
different approaches to fiber, I wanted tomake each garment unique;
giving it its own life and character. By continuously challenging art and
fashion, I hope to establish a new category for functional fiber pieces in
art.
In order to accomplish this goal,
"felt"
was selected as mymain
medium. Felt is a unwoven fabric made from wool. It can be shaped
into any form, and mixed with differentmaterials. Out of this flexible
medium, I wanted tomake garments which were like three-dimensional
fiber forms rather than wearable clothing.
CHAPTER II
MATERIALS, TECHNIQUES, AND PROCESSES
My felt consists of two elements. One element is "wool", which is
used as the background, and the other element is "layers", which form the
surface design on the felt. There are many possibilities in the use ofwool.
It can be dyed various colors, and mixed with different fibers. Layers are
felted into wool fleece and projected on the surface of the felt. Many
differentmaterials can be used for layers such as raffia, sisal, reed, fine
wire, paper, photograghs; threads and woven fabrics out of silk, cotton,
wool, or rayon; basically anything which is fine and flexible.
When I designedmy felt, I usually designed both the background
(wool) and the surface (layers) at the same time. Once I produce a design
for a felt, I develop each element in detail.
1. Wool
Wool fibers are covered withmany tiny scales,making them look like
pinecones in scanning electronmicrograghs
l (Fig.l). These scales make
-Nina Hyde, "Wool-Fabric of
History,"
National Geographic. May 1988, 556.
Fig.l Scales of fibers.
the fibers tangle. When the fibers are compacted under heat andmoisture,
each fiber tangles more, and this agitationmakes the fibers shrink into felt
forms. Fibers withmore scales are felted easier than those with fewer
scales. Wool fibers have more scales than any other fibers. This is why
wool is mainly chosen for felting. Other kinds of fibers such as alpaca,
cashmere, and linen have few scales and can be felted too, but not tightly.
In order to get better felts with these fibers, it is necessary to blend them
with wool fibers, because the scales ofwool fibers help make a tighter felt.
The length and diameter ofwool fibers determine the hand of felt. A
long and large diameterwool fiber is felted quickly, and is very strong,
inflexible and not really dense. A short and small diameterwool fiber takes
a longer time to felt. This felt is very soft to touch, has a little sheen, and
is very dense. This is often used for hatmaterials.
Different length and diameterwool fibers are available for felting, and
they are classified by the type of sheep fromwhich they are obtained2.
Domestic remnantwool from factories,
"Carriedale"
(Fig.2),medium
length and small diameterwool is used in the first and third pieces ofmy
thesis. Out of this wool, I produced a soft felt, but not an even one.
2Hyde, 570-571.
Somehow the fiber did not move and tangle smoothly and itmade an
uneven felt. Another domestic remnant wool, "Carriedale", butmedium
length andmedium diameter wool was used in the second piece ofmy
thesis; it felted evenly, densely, and with a stiff feeling. This is not
suitable for my garments.
After experimenting with cheap remnantwool with different sizes of
wool fibers, I searched for a better quality wool, which would be more
suitable for garments. The
"Palssau"
(also called "Gotland") wool (Fig.2)
which is from the Swedish island ofGotland on the Baltic Sea was selected
for the forth and the fifth pieces ofmy thesis. This wool has a long and
small diameter fiber. The feltmade from this wool is incredibly soft and
drapable, making it perfect formy garments. During the felting process,
each fibermoves and tangles smoothly, creating thin and even felt. This
felt is not very dense, and the weight of it is much lighter than thatmade
from Carriedale wool.
For felting, I bought wool fleece which was already washed and







has an untwisted thick rope
form usually an inch in diameter, and is often used by spinners.
"Batt"
form is like the blanket form ofwool fleece, and is usedmainly for felting.
Wool fleece usually is available in white, but it is possible to get
natural grey, charcoal, or black colored wool fleece depending on the color
of the sheep. There usually is a small amount ofwhite fibers in grey and
charcoal fleece, and when they are dyed, the contrast ofwhite and grey or
charcoal creates a richer color. Dyed charcoal wool fleece was used in my
fifth piece.
All of the wool which I used in my thesis was dyed with acid dyes,
and all of the colors were created by mixing red, yellow, blue and black
in various combinations. Acid dyes are chemical dyes which aremainly
applied to wool, nylon, silk, and other animal fibers3. They are called
'acid
dyes'
because they need an acid in the dyebath in order to react with
the fibers. By using acid dyes, it was possible to create any shade of color
on the wool, even though wool is one of the most difficult fibers to dye
into deep shades.
2. Layers
Inmy thesis, fabrics, woven fabrics, and threads, all made of silk,
were chosen for the layers in the felt. The contrast between shiny (silk)
3Jennie Crowder and Sally Vinroot, The New Dvers. (Colorado: Interweave Press, Inc., 1981),
59.
and rough (feltedwool) textures inspired me as well as motivatedme in
making new pieces. Combining silk and wool on felt is an interesting
subject and technique, because there are no felts for garments presently
being produced this way. In each ofmy works, layers of silk were created
by different approaches and techniques.
Shibori
Shibori is a resist-dye technique which has been used in Japan since
the eighth century4. By folding, crimping, stitching, pleating, or twisting
fabrics, various resist patterns are created.
In the first and second pieces (Fig.16,18),
"folding"
is chosen for the
resist dyeing of the silk fabrics. The fabric is folded into 1
1/2"
wide
pleats; these pleats are folded again in another direction, and tiedwith a
string to secure the pleats in a compact form. Folding them tightly makes a
much stronger resist, because dyes cannot penetrate between the pleats. If
they are loosely folded, the fabric will absorbmor dyes. Two or three
different colored dyebaths are prepared, and the fabric is then dipped into
these dyebaths; which is called dip-dyeing. The edge of the pleats absorbs
dyes more than the inside of the pleats, so the resulting design is a
4YoshikoWada, Kellogg Marry Rice, and Jane Barton, Shibori. The Inventive Art of Japanese
shapedResistDveing. (Tokyo, New York and San Francisco: Kodansha International, 1983), 11.
geometric, repeated pattern.
Hand painting on fabrics
Hand painting on fabrics is almost like watercolor painting on paper.
However, dyes spreadmore than watercolors so they do not create detailed
designs, but they are excellent in painting abstract designs. Hand painting
is ideal for certain purposes such as creating specific colors and creating
bright colors very quickly.
In the third piece (Fig.20), silk fabric is painted with fibracron dyes,
which are powder dyes mixed with a solution containing soda ash, urea,
and water. Adding more dyes to this solution, creates deeper shades.
After painting directly onto a fabric with these dyes, steam setting is
required in order to set the dyes permanently.
Woven fabrics
After the third piece, I wanted to have loose layers onmy felts and to
create these layers from threads. Just dyeing or painting on the ready-made
fabrics and not creating layers from the forms did not fit intomy concept
about these pieces. In order to express my feelings better, I decided to
weave layers out of silk which would then be felted into the wool.
"Tussah"
silk yarn, which is light and natural in color was chosen for
the warp and the weft. Tussah silk which is from China, is neither smooth
nor shiny like regular white silk. It is a goodmaterial for felting, because
the rough surface of the silk yarns helps them felt into the wool. I wove
plain weave for 1/2 to 1 inch, and then left the warp unworve for 6 to 12
inches (Fig.3), and repeated this until the total length was two to three
yards in length. In the fourth piece (Fig.22), this woven fabric was dyed
by fold dyeing. After fold dyeing, the woven fabric was cut at the middle
of each woven part. These sections were then ready to be felted into wool
as layers.
Ikat
Beat is a process of patterning fabric by binding warp yarns before
dyeing, then dyeing the warp, then weaving it5. Undyed, bound areas
create a pattern after dyeing. Ikat has been developed inmany countries
such as Malaysia, Bali, India, Japan,West Africa, Guatemala, Mexico,
U.S.A., Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, and Norway6.
Each country has established its own unique style of the ikat.
With ikat, yams are usually tightly wrapped with plastic tapes or
5Jack Lenor Larsen, The Dver's Art: Peat Batik. Plangi. (New York: Van Nostarnd Reinhold
Co., 1976), 129.
<-Larsen, 130-132.
strong thick threads to protect certain areas from absorbing dyes. Yams
are dyed in a hot dyebath, and over-dyed after unwrapping some of the
plastic tapes or threads. This over-dyeing process results in different
colors in the same piece. One of the ikat techniques in Japan called
"irosashi"
("adding colors") is slightly different from regular ikat7. This
technique is based on painting on yams instead of over-dyeing them in a
dyebath. Yams are tied at the point of color changes, and they are painted
between ties (Fig.4). The ties protect dyes from spreading into the next
section, and make clear separations between each color. In this way many
colors can be applied to any of the areas.
In the fifth piece (Fig 24), the
"irosashi"
technique was used on
Tussah silk; fibracron dyes were used in painting. I cut the warp, made
a band of yams, tied the warp band with threads, and then painted them.
After setting the colors, the warp was set up on the loom and woven like
the fourth piece.
3. Felting process
Before starting the felting of the wool, some preparations are needed
for the wool fleece and layers of silk.
After dyeing the wool fleece, it needs to be cardedwith a drum carder




is the process of separating individual fibers ofwool
andmaking them to lie in the same direction.
Most wool fleece needs to be carded at least twice in order to get even
batts which have fibers going in the same direction.
Wool fleece is called a
"batt"
after carding. In the carding process,
different colored wools can bemixed and carded together. Mixing two or
three different colors creates depth in the wool batts. Most of the wool
fleece inmy thesis is carded from two or three different colors.
In the second piece, I carded wool fleece withmany short gold yams
(Fig.18). After carding them together, the gold yams were incorporated
into the wool fleece. Even though gold yams are usually hard to felt
because of their smooth surface, these wool batts felted perfectly and
beautifully. On the third piece, wool fleece carded with narrow strips of
silk fabric felted beautifully too (Fig.20).
After carding wool, it is ready to be felted. At this point, the design
of the felt needs to be completed tomy concept, so that layers of the
finished felt can be eventually cut evenly according to the design.
Felting is not a particulary difficult process, but there are a few steps
that should be followed to insure a beautiful piece of fabric.
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First, lay one fiberglass screen on a big table. Lay the wool batts
evenly in the same directionwithout any space. On top of this, put another
layer of batts at right angles to the first layer.
Put
"layers"
of silk on the batts. Pull some of the wool fibers and lay
them on the top of the edge of the
"layers"
(Fig.6). These fibers will
secure the layers of silk into the felt.
Lay another fiberglass screen over the top of the batts andmatch the
edges of the two screens and sew the two screens together outside of the
batts.
Pour on hot water and soap. Roll the batts from the edge. Continue
rolling and unrolling the batts from all directions, including diagonally and
sideways (Fig.7). Alternate pouring hot and cold water.
Remove the screens from the batts, and roll and unroll themwith hot
and cold water and soap. After about an hour of the rolling and unrolling
process, the felt is completed.
After felting, the felt is steam pressed with an iron.
4. Garments as forms
Fabric is a very flexiblemedium, it can be hung on the wall, laid on
the floor, orworn as clothing. My fabrics are for garments. They are
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made to drape on the human body. When allowed to do so, they show
their beauty in the best way.
Garments are not usually accepted as a form of fine art like painting or
sculpture. People think garments belong to
"fashion"
not "art", but by
creating garments in my felt is a very natural way to finish my art pieces.
My goal was to make abstract garments which can belong to the fine
arts area. Even if I do not want to make finished products for everyday
use, a certain knowledge of garment construction techniques is required.
Sketch
Sketching is the first stage in making my own garments. In the
fashion industry, people have their own style of sketching which are called
"fashion illustrations". The purpose of fashion illustrations is to show the
design of a garment clearly and beautifully. In my first and second pieces,
the sketches were drawn like fashion illustrations. After doing these
sketches, I realized that fashion illustrations did not relate to my style. In
the third piece, I usedmore abstract sketches whichwere close to my




All clothing has a flat pattern in order to be cut and sewn accurately, to
be reproduced exactly same, or produced in different sizes. Flat patterns
are the shaped papers which are the base of each section of clothing. One
kind of flat pattern is called a "commercial pattern ",which can be
purchased at a fabric store; others can be created by using your own
imagination. This created flat partem is made from the "basic
bodice"
which is an original shape based on certain body sizes. Design elements
such as darts, gathers, extra lengths, or additional areas are added to the
basic bodice in order to create a shape from original sketches. The
elements should be added under the mles of flat pattern making. These
rules can be usedwhen alterations of a commercial pattern are needed.
Aftermaking a flat pattern, amodel sample is needed.
"Muslin"
is
a light cotton fabric which is usedmainly formaking amodel of an
actual garment. Muslin is first cut out according to the flat pattern, and
is then sewn into amodel of the garment.
Inmy first and second pieces, the pattern was altered by the theory of
flat pattern making. In the third piece, an original pattern was used from
the basic bodice. Amodel of a garment out ofmuslin was sewn from the
pattern, and checked on the dress form and the human body for a final
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fitting. The final garments were then sewn from the pattern.
Draping
Draping is another approach used inmaking flat patterns. Muslin is
draped directly onto a dress form. The design is created by draping the
muslin into the desired shape, and then it is traced onto a piece of paper
(flat pattern). Usually the pattern is corrected by using the theory of pattern
making.
My method
After learning the techniques of patternmaking, I createdmy own
way ofmaking a garment. In the fourth and fifth pieces, a rough flat
pattern was made frommy design. Muslin was cut out from the flat
pattern and draped onto a dress form. The final shape was determined by
this draping, and itwas traced onto the paper creating the final flat pattern.
From this flat pattern, the final shape of the felt was planned. The wool
was then felted into the same shape as the pattern.
I was interested inmaking a loose and abstract garment, so unsewn
parts appeared in the fourth and final pieces (Fig.21,23). In the final piece,
all of the seams were sewn by hand. By avoiding the machine stitches, I
was able to show the softness and beautiful drape of the felt.
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Fig.2 Roving of Carriedale wool, and batts of Palssau wool in whiteJ_grev , and
charcoal .
Fig. 3 Woven fabric made from Tussah silk.
Fig. 4 Ikat in progress, and a finished ikat band.
Fig. 6 Wool batts and a woven layer made from Tussah silk.
Fiq . 7 Felting process .
fw Fig. 8 Sketch.
CHAPTER IH
INSPIRATIONS
Inspirations for my work come from different areas. Where and how
I develop these inspirations are very important tome. I believe that I need
to keep an openmind toward everything in this world in order to create
unique fabrics and garments beyond the preconceived idea.
1. From making pieces with other media
Drawing
Black and white drawings on paper is one of the most inspiring things
I've done in these last few years (Fig.9). My drawings are abstract
charcoal drawings and the subjects are of nature and the human body.
Sometimes collages aremade with photographic prints andmasking tape
placed on these drawings. Drawing helps me to stay loose and keep my
mind and concepts open formaking various kinds of art pieces.
In the action of drawing, everymoment has a specialmeaning to me.
By trainingmyself in drawing, I want to keep an open mind in making my
fiber works as if they were drawn.
Lithography
Drawing on stone is a similar feeling to drawing on paper, but etching
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several times and creating continuous images from one stone is a different,
exciting process. Lithographymotivates me to have new ideas about
drawing on paper (Fig. 10).
Black and white Photograph
The texture of nature is the subject ofmy photography (Fig.l 1).
While taking photophotographs, I can look at nature from many different
points of view. After printing photographs, my view toward nature
through photographs surprises me and tells me of a new way of looking at
nature. It is great to look at and considermy images and points of view in
photography anytime. It is like looking atmyself frommany different
directions.
All my images in drawing, lithography, and photography are
influenced by each other. Images are sometimes totally different, but they
become similar to each other. This interaction between differentmedia in
which I am personaly involved influences my fiber work.
2. From other artists
There aremany artists from other areas whom
I really admire. I love
to look at painting, printmaking, sculpture, fashion and nature
photography, glass, wood, metal, and
fashion design as well. I look at
what is going on in the fiber area,
but I do not look at it for inspirations.
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Listening to music and seeing ballet and comtemporary dance are also
important sources forme.
My favorite artists whom I respect and gain inspiration from are
selected as followed.
Paul Klee
Paul Klee (1879-1940) was a painterwho createdmythological
images with beautiful colors8. He created the color theories inspired
from the movement of sound inmusic. By layering multiple colors and
applying differentmaterials on canvases, he created complicated and
unique textures in his painting (Fig.12). His painting shows what great
things can be done on a two-dimensional surface.
The way in which he established the surface of painting inspiredme
in my fiber works. Designing and creating fabric for garments is similar to
painting; both of them deal with creating on a two-dimensional surface.
When I am frustrated about designing on a two-dimensional surface,




(1938- )9 is a Japanese fashion designer who has
8Carolyn Lanchner, Paul Klee. (New York: TheMuseum ofModern Art,
1987), 324-328.
9Magazine House Book, Fhashion Year Book. (Tokyo: Magazine House Co., 1988), 218.
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established a Japanese style of fashion (Fig. 13). He uses traditional
Japanese textile techniques in a contemporary way to create fabric, and
produces unique forms in garments. He gives us a new difinition of
contemporary garments. His designs are not based onWestern style like
other fashion
designers'
works are. He has his own shapes which are
unique and without a preconception of the construction of a garment. The
fabrics of his garments move beautifully on the human body. Some of the
designs look like a piece of fabric worn in the wind, and others look almost
like human sized sculptures.
Like Miyake, making garments with ordinary designs is notmy goal.
I want to design garments which have an original touch andmake the fabric
look great. It is not easy to make these kinds of garments without enough
experiments and knowledge of garments. There were many struggles and
problems that occurred while making my garments. Miyake's works
always gave me energy and a lot of encouragment when I did not know
what direction I should take onmy own pieces.
Romeo Gigli
Romeo Gigli (1950- ) is an Italian fashion designerwho makes very
soft, shaped garments10. Unlike other fashion designers, he has thorough
-^Magazine House Book, 277.
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knowledge of architecture, history, different cultures, and nature. He
suggests not only a style of clothing but also life in a natural way. His
colors are very sensitive and gentle (Fig.14). Looking at all of his
garments in one collection is like looking at one painting or one scene from
nature. His works consist of using fewer seams, which allows a natural
drape of the fabric on a woman's body.
His way of designing andmaking garments is very natural. Even
though creating garments in the fashion industry is a very commercial job,
he creates an art world through fashion.
His artistic garments helped expandmy preconception about fashion.
His work encourages me to make garments in an artistic way.
23
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CHAPTER IV
THESISWORKS
1. Poems and thesis works
The theme ofmy thesis series was found in various aspects of nature.
When Imade each form, I always had a particular scene inmy mind.
These scenes had a specific season with a variety ofweather; sun light,
wind, rain or temperature.




It's the end of fall.
Most of the leaves have fallen down,
But the snow hasn't come yet.
It's a rainy day.
Drops of rain fall down gently on the trees,
And no wind.
Everything in nature is wet.
Rain makes them darker shades.
Suddenly the rain stops.
A little sunshine appears,
But lots of clouds in the sky create darkness.
The sun hits the wet surface of the trees.
It creates contrasts on them.
Trees are standing without moving.
Trees want to tell me,
"We are here.




It's the most beautiful time of year.
All the leaves turn red and yellow.
There are various shades of red and yellow together.
I've never seen such a beautiful yellow before.
It's not a yellow which I can make out of paints or dyes.
It is a color which only nature can create.
Each leaf overlaps another,
Every second, they look different
Depending on the wind and sunlight.
The sunshine reflects yellow leaves.
They turn to gold leaves.
The wind gives them motion.
In a moment,
Gold leaves change to bright light,
They scatter into the air.
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Through leafage
It's the end of summer.
Leaves are still green.
They are not ready to turn red or yellow.
The sunshine is still strong,
But it gets weaker than in the middle of summer.
She is in the middle of a deep forest.
She does not know why she is there.
There are many tall trees,
With lots of green leaves.
The sunlight does not reach her,
Because of lots of green leaves.
She walks.
She feels cold and humid.
Very lonely.
Here is a spot of sunlight.
It is very warm and bright.
There is so much energy.
The sun gives life to everything.
33
Build on sand
Only sun, wind, and sand exist in this desert.
We can not do anything here.
Ifwe try to build something,
It will be blown by the wind,
And covered by sand right away.
But she will build something.
She has the power.
If she does,
Some special things will happen.
34
Ruby of the desert
She is in the desert;
Throws her Ruby away into the dry air.
The ruby is hidden under the sand,
It reflects the sun.
She knows where her Ruby goes in this huge desert.
But nobody else does.
35
2. Color and texture of each work
"True Brown", the first piece (Fig.15,16).
In order to express the wet surface of trees, dark brown is the
dominant color in this piece. By mixing two different shades of brown
wool, felt becomes dimensional rather than looking flat. The contrast
between shiny (satin silk) and rough surfaces (felted wool) expresses the
wet surface and texture of tree trunks. Gold threads add a sense of
reflection from the sunshine. The overall placements of the silk and gold
threads show the linearmovement in nature.
"Sassafras", the second piece (Fig. 17, 18).
The color of yellow leaves is the theme of this piece. Wool and silk
fabrics were dyed very carefully in order to create the color of leaves.
Mixing yellow and green-yellow wool shows the delicate color of leaves.
Long scraps of silk on felt depicts overlapped leaves. The texture of rough
silk is inspired from that of the leaves.
"Through leaf age", the third piece (Fig.19,20).
Silk satin on vivid orange symbolizes the power of the sun. The
contrast between green felted wool and vivid orange silk expresses how
sun light goes through leaves. The way of felting wool and silk together
shows the beauty of nature.
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"Build on sand", the fourth piece (Fig.21,22).
Very fine silk threads in the felt show how the sand is blown by the
wind. The color of the silk threads and the felt are inspired from the sand
on the desert. By leaving threads floating, amysterious scene in the desert
is expressed. The design of the garments is close to nature. It suggests
how human beings can live on in the desert.
"Ruby of the desert", the fifth piece (Fig.23,24).
Threads painted in red express the color and reflection of the Ruby.
Little layers of brown wool fibers over silk threads represent how the sand
is blown over the Ruby. The design of this garment shows ourmentality
of challenging nature. This garment wants to be alive and to be treated like
a human being.
37
Fiq. 15 "True Brown".
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Fig. 19 "Through leafage".

Fig. 21 "Build on
sand"
...
:Fig. '22 petail of "Build, on
sand"
Fig .23 "Ruby-of the,
desert'
Pig '. 24
Detail, of "Ruby of the
desert'











Through all the experiments and challenges, finally a path appeared;
if I believe inmyself andmy idea,my dream will come true.
It is not easy to present a new suggestion in art and fashion, but I feel
that I accomplished something throughmy thesis works, and I will
continue to do so in the future.
I hope thatmy fabrics and garments suggest a new concept about
fashion to fashion designers.
50
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